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INVITATION - MEGHÍVÓ
DESIGN of marine concrete structures
Tengerben álló vasbeton szerkezetek TERVEZÉSE
Kedves Kolléga!
Tisztelettel meghívom a fib Magyar Tagozatának következő ülésére, amelynek programja lesz:
Unlike Hungary Norway has a long coastline towards the sea, some 100 000 km if including islands. More than 2/3 of
Norway’s export income comes from the sea; predominantly oil&gas, seafood, shipping and power.
The future will see an increased use of the sea, for food, infrastructure, energy, recreation, dwellings and industrial
development, to mention some. Demography shows an exponential population growth in cities, where land is scarce and
expensive. Many of the cities of the world lies close to the sea, and many of them at low altitude. The rise of the sea level is
regarded a threat.
Fortunately, well-designed and well-built concrete structures behave nicely in seawater, and fortunately, we know how to
design these structures.
The presentation will highlight marine concrete structures of various types: oil&gas platforms, infrastructures, fish farming,
renewable energy structures, recreation and dwellings.
Some of the marine concrete structures float permanently, some only during construction. For structures that float, weight is
very important. Hence, design is important. You learnt last year from Prof. Hugo Corres, that conceptual design is important,
so it is for marine concrete structures.
Designing for 30 m waves and 300 m water depth calls for unusual structures, very unlike laboratory test specimens.
Consequently, empirical design rules may not be adequate. Design is described in some detail, including loading.
fib recognizes the importance of marine concrete structures, and publish state-of-the-art bulletins.
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